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So for the private sector where capability and talents are
available but financial requirements are challenging: B.Kannan

Vice Admiral B Kannan, PVSM, AVSM,
VSM (Retd). Managing Director and
CEO; L&T Shipbuilding Ltd

Interview Contd...

10) Make In India a success in
L and T Ship Yard

The Lion has roared as for L & T
shipyard is concerned
Ultimately our ship yard has the
capability to design and construct ships
to meet the defense requirement which is
what Make in India is required for and that
is being met.
The next aspect is that we have
been delivering ships ahead of schedule
which means there is no time over runs
and therefore there is no cost over runs.
It expands and projects the country’s
potential to build similar assets for other
countries. There is therefore an export
market for our products which need to be
tapped. We should be able to get some
orders from neighboring countries for their
navies and coastguards to design and build
ships for them.

We have already got a contract from
Vietnam Border Guards to build twelve
ships at a cost of Rs 660 crores. It is a high
speed vessel bigger than interceptor crafts.
The Vietnamese border guards wanted
them to be designed with some speed
profiles and a certain number of other
specifications. They will be completely
met and we will hand them over in two to
three months Now all these places us that
we have the potential and demonstrated
capability to serve the Indian navy and the
coastguard. Very soon we will demonstrate
it to a foreign vendor or a neighboring
country.

11) Private ship yards starved of
orders; bulk of defense orders go
to PSUs
But when it comes to placing orders,
the private sector ship yards are not
getting their due. If you add up the defense
ministry’s orders in the last 10 or 12 years,
hardly five per cent of the Orders went to
the private sector and the balance to public
sector undertakings. We have taken up the
issue with the Government of India about
the need to increase the percentage of
orders to the private sector ship yards.
There are genuine issues that need to be
sorted out before private sector ship yards
get their due. The government says it is
examining the issue. Obviously there are
some infirmities when decisions are taken
to place orders. Private sector shipyards
invest thousands of crores of rupees in
building the ship yard. Obviously they
need to get some returns on the investment
and are answerable to the share holders
once a year. In the case of Public sector
undertakings the government’s grants take
care of the construction.
The private sector need to be given
more defense orders so that the capability
of the industry is put to full use in the most
economical manner for the security of the
country. It can happen only if there are
opportunities by which private ship yards
which have demonstrated capability are
given opportunities, in their specialized
area of activity. The orders should not be
given to public sector undertakings on a
nomination basis.

There may be some genuine reasons
for orders to be given to the public
sector undertakings but it should not be
at the cost of private sector ship yards
which are performing better and are
more economical to the government
both in terms of time and cost. There
must be a system by which performance
demonstrated should be given due weight
in decision making. So there is need
for bringing regulatory changes when
defense orders are decided upon by the
government.

Before placing orders the issues
whether they should be given to public
or private sector shipyards need be
understood and then only the problems
can be overcome. When a government
undertaking gets an order the necessary
infrastructure for executing the order is
funded by the exchequer. Government
infuses capital into the undertaking. In
private sector we have to put money from
our pocket.
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Vice
Admiral
(Retd)
Kannan lays stress that private
sector ship yards must be given
good number of orders though
usually bulk of orders go to
PSUs. He however points
out the difference between the
private and the public sector
ship yards and the difference
is very crucial: “When a
government
undertaking
gets an order the necessary
infrastructure for executing
the order is funded by the
exchequer. Government infuses
capital into the undertaking. In
private sector we have to put
money from our pocket.”
Of course L & T has got
defence order and as the Retired
Vice Admiral rightly observes,
“we look at every order from
the defense industry as an
opportunity to re-demonstrate
our capability.”
The Coast Guard has done a
matchless service to an injured
fisherman by immediately
giving right support so that
he can be taken to the hospital
for further treatment. Saving
a life is as much valuable as
protecting the long coast line.
Braving the challenge in times
of crisis has been ingrained in
the coast gurads who never
hesitate to risk their lives to
save the life of the other.
It is really sad news that
the founding president of CMA
CGM Jacques R.Saadé passed
away on the 24th
of June 2018, at the age
of 81. His life illustrates the
message that hard work and
success are more often than not

inseparable twins. With a very
humble beginning, he made
it possible that his institution
rose to great heights and his
son too who has stepped into
his father’s shoes will follow
and further record progress.
Again, the Paris MOU list
of white, grey and black tells
us we have a long way to go
to reach the White list, though
of course we have not slided
down from Grey to Black,
somewhat consoling.
Against the inclusion of
South Asian ship breaking
yards in the EU approved
list, the NGO Shipbreaking
Platform has consistently
raised its voice on the ground
that they expose the workforce
to unsafe practices.
Another big cause of global
anxiety is the trade war that is
on among the developed and
the developing countries. At
the end of the trade war, as
analysts have observed, the
customers of all these countries
will be affected. High tariff or
low tariff on imports, the final
burden falls on the shoulders of
the end-users who have to wait
to have their say. Good things
come to those who wait.
e-NAM must prove a
real boon to the farmers. And
a very new initiative is the
laboratory that will inform the
farmers about the quality of
their products. Chabahar port
is India’s ambitious project
and the sooner it becomes
operational the better will it be
for the trade.
with warm regards.

So for the private sector this ...
So for the private sector this is
a business line where capability
and talents are available but
financial
requirements
are
challenging. But there has to be
a method by which the issues
are addressed. I also understand
that there cannot be a clear cut
formula by which the government
can address the issue.
Though Larsen and Toubro
ship yard is the only private
sector ship yard in the country
into defense ship building, we

want the issue to be addressed
in an institutionalized manner
considering that we meet the
defense requirements of the
country. We also have the capacity
to extend similar assistance to
neighboring countries which
has got its own returns for the
country in strategic terms.
Many countries have shown
interest in our products and seen
them at the recently concluded
Defense Expo at Chennai. They
also want to know how our
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products are performing in the
Indian navy and coastguards
before deciding on placing
orders. He was confident that
the government would give a
favorable consideration to the
multi-faceted requirement of
private ship yards engaged in
defense production. Meanwhile
in L and T Ship Yard, we look
at every order from the defense
industry as an opportunity to
re-demonstrate our capability.

(To be continued...)

PM dedicates Mohanpura Dam Project
to the nation in Madhya Pradesh
NEW DELHI
Sagar Sandesh News Service

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi
today 23 June 2018 dedicated
Mohanpura Dam Project to the
nation.
He also laid foundation
stone of various drinking water
schemes in Rajgarh district of
Madhya Pradesh.
Later, addressing a public
meeting, Mr Modi said, the hard
work of common man of the state
has made the projects possible.
He said, the people of Madhya
Pradesh continue to have
immense faith on the policies of
the BJP Government in the state.
Mr Modi accused the
opposition of spreading lies,

PM Modi dedicating Mohanpura
Dam Project to the nation

confusion and pessimism. He
said, in the last four years at the
Centre and 13 years in Madhya
Pradesh, the BJP had worked
for the uplift and empowerment
of poor, farmers and deprived
sections of society. He said, when

the Congress ruled the state,
Madhya Pradesh was called a
BIMARU state.
The Prime Minister also paid
tributes to Jana Sangh founder
Shyama Prasad Mookerjee on
his death anniversary and said
it was his vision to strengthen
education, health, finance, and
security.
Prime Minister will attend
the Shehari Vikas Mahotsav in
Indore this afternoon. He will
also distribute the Cleanliness
Survey-2018
Awards
to
the cleanest cities and best
performing States.
One Swachh Innovation,
Swachh Best Practice and
Swachh Entrepreneur will also be
awarded by the Prime Minister.
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T

hree Indian fishermen who
were caught in the high
seas off the Karaikal coast were
rescued by the coastguards
on June 22. One of them, a
Cuddalore based fisherman
who had sustained head injuries
during the fishing operations
was removed from the sinking
boat, given first aid and taken to
Karaikal government hospital for
further medical management.
A
Coastguard
press
release said on June 22 an
Indian coastguard vessel Rani
Durgavathy, while on a routine
patrol of the south Tamil Nadu
coast sighted two toppled
Vallams (fishing boats) about
ten nautical miles East of
Karaikal.
On closing in, the Cuddalore
fishing boat requested the coast
guard vessel for immediate
rescue and evacuation assistance
for the injured fisherman. The

Coast guard attends to a fisherman who had sustained head
injuries
coast guard vessel lowered its
boarding party including divers
and medical team.
The team boarded the Vallam
and investigations revealed that a
fisherman suffered a head injury
. The injured fishermen along
with the two crew were taken to
the coastguard boat in choppywaters. The wind speed at that
time was 25 knots
The
injured
fisherman

Vimal shekar from Cuddalore
was provided with emergency
life saving first aid on board
the coast guard vessel and the
vessel headed to Karaikal Port
at maximum speed. Within 45
minutes of locating the boat in
the high seas the vessel reached
the Karaikal port.
The fisherman was taken to
the Karaikal government hospital
for further medical management.

